making

connections

Planting rainforest creates habitat and food for our
Wet Tropics animals and plants. Rainforest corridors
help wildlife to move across the landscape.

Planting trees can develop a shared sense of place
and community and an appreciation of our wonderful
Wet Tropics rainforests.

connectivity
What are the benefits of
connectivity?

Is connectivity always a
good thing?

The main body of the Wet Tropics World Heritage
Area is long, thin and divided. Many smaller
fragments of the Area, and other rainforest
outliers, are separated from the main body by
farmlands, roads and urban development. This is
a particular issue on the coastal lowlands and the
Atherton and Evelyn Tablelands.

Landscape connectivity can mean different
things for different animals and plants. Rainforest
corridors, riparian corridors, wetlands, rainforest
stepping stones or a matrix of habitat patches
may all help animals and plants move across the
landscape. You may also see rope bridges and
underpasses used as part of a corridor across
busy roads.

Planting rainforest for connectivity has a range of
potential benefits. It can:

Connectivity has many benefits, but it may not
always be successful or desirable. Simply linking
an isolated rainforest patch does not always
mean that animals will use the new corridor.
Sometimes it may be more beneficial to increase
the size and health of a patch of rainforest than
to reconnect it. Even a successful corridor might
have some disadvantages if it:

Promoting landscape connectivity between
isolated sections of the Area is important for its
future conservation and the survival of its unique
plants and animals, many found nowhere else in
the world.
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For instance, animals such as possums and
tree-kangaroos are reluctant to leave the trees of
the rainforest. Some possums need a rainforest
corridor and canopy cover so they can move
from one patch to another. Other animals like the
tree-kangaroo or the cassowary may wander a
short distance across a road or an open paddock
to reach food and habitat in a nearby patch of
rainforest. However, they often put themselves at
risk from traffic or dog attacks. Flying foxes, flying
insects and birds may cover larger distances
between rainforest habitat.

Photos: Green ringtail possum and musky rat-kangaroo (Mike Trenerry), Palmerston wildlife bridges (Campbell Clarke), East Evelyn underpass (Miriam Goosem)

What is landscape
connectivity?

Photos: Cover photos and cassowary (Campbell Clarke), Donaghy’s corridor (Lars Kazmeier), lemuroid ringtail possum (Mike Trenerry)

World Heritage
connectivity

•

create extra habitat and food resources

•

provide access to new and varied habitats
and foraging areas

•

allow seasonal or permanent migration of
animals, seeds and fruits to colonise new
areas

•
•

improve genetic dispersal and variation in
previously isolated populations
increase the resilience of animal and plant
populations to the impacts of threats such
as climate change, weeds, feral animals,
diseases, floods, cyclones and wildfire

•

provide opportunities for animals to adapt
and find a range of ecological refugia and
ecological niches and microclimates

•

Provide possible escape routes from
predators

•

Improve water quality and reduce erosion
along creeks and rivers

•

increases exposure to new competitors or
predators

•

directs animals into areas with significant
threats

•

helps spread new weeds, feral animals or
diseases

•

drains a viable population and decreases
reproduction
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•

Control erosion, particularly in steep gullies
and along creeks

•

Improve water quality along creeks

•

Create shade and a windbreak for beef cattle
and dairy cows which has been shown to
boost meat and milk production

•

Provide bush tucker trees for harvesting

•

Provide opportunities for selective timber
harvesting

•

Provide windbreaks for crop protection

•

Reduce rat populations that proliferate in
weedy grasses

•

Control pests by encouraging natural
predators such as owls and insect-eating
birds

•

Fence remnant vegetation to exclude
livestock, particularly along gullies and
creeks

•

Provide water tanks and troughs away from
streams for animals to minimise erosion and
stock impacts on water quality

•

Control erosion using native ground covers
such as lomandra sedge

•

Fence using plain wire, at least on the top
strand, to prevent bats and gliders becoming
entangled

•

Leave river snags, submerged logs, branches
and litter in place as habitat for fish and frogs

•

Exclude stock from natural wetlands

•

Create artificial wetland ecosystems in boggy
areas or around a dam

•

Plant favourite food trees for native wildlife,
particularly ‘lean time’ species that fruit
outside the wet season

Assistance for landholders
Assistance may be available under Australian and
Queensland funding schemes for these activities.
Some non-government organisations may also
provide funding and assistance.

Agreements

Photos: Campbell Clarke

Conserving existing native vegetation and
planting local native species can have many
advantages. Native trees can:

Other things you can do that will help
native wildlife:

Photos: Campbell Clarke

Benefits for landholders

Landholders may be able to seek legal
protection for vegetation on their land through a
conservation covenant under the Land Act 1994
which is binding on the land title.

How to get involved in managing land
for conservation:
•

Local catchment management groups see www.terrain.org.au for more information
about catchment and landcare groups in
your area.

•

Conservation Volunteers www.conservationvolunteers.com.au

•

Trees for the Evelyn and Atherton Tablelands
(TREAT) - www.treat.net.au

•

Tree Kangaroo and Mammal Group (TKMG) –
www.tree-kangaroo.net

•

Tablelands Regional Council Community
Revegetation Unit (Malanda)

•

Community for Coastal and Cassowary
Conservation (Mission Beach)

For more information about the World Heritage
Area, connectivity and cassowary conservation:
•

Wet Tropics Management Authority –
www.wettropics.gov.au

•

Cassowary Recovery Team –
www.cassowaryrecoveryteam.org
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mobilising landholders
for conservation
Photos: Tree planting and upland rainforest (Campbell Clarke), Lumholtz’s tree-kangaroo (Mike Trenerry)

Project outcomes
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•

8.5 hectares of trees planted

•

1.7 kilometres of rainforest corridor
established

•

1.7 kilometres of rainforest edge treated

•

16 hectares of weed control and land
restoration (including tree plantings)

•

4 kilometres of fencing added and one
kilometre of redundant fencing and wire
removed

•

142 hectares of remnant and regrowth forest
on participating properties was connected

•

5 hectares under a Nature Refuge agreement

•

6 Aboriginal Traditional Owners trained in
fencing and revegetation

•

30 local volunteers trained in vegetation
monitoring

•

2 years of data collected showing some
success for pasture conversion trials and
microhabitat trials

•

2 brochures produced about the project
and its benefits

•

10 talks and displays at local
community days

Photos: Campbell Clarke

From 2011 to 2013 the Wet Tropics Management
Authority worked with local landholders and
numerous land managers, conservation groups
and researchers to create wildlife corridors in the
Upper Barron and East Evelyn areas. The project
was funded with $600,000 from the Australian
Government’s Caring for Our Country program.
The basic achievements were:

Why upland rainforests
are important
Ecological benefits
The restoration project:
•

Joins a 1000ha complex notophyll rainforest
outlier (privately managed for conservation)
to the Herberton Range in the main World
Heritage Area

•

Provides connectivity across the East Evelyn
Highway where underpasses have already
been incorporated into road design

•

Provides habitat for numerous endemic
upland rainforest species including
Lumholtz’s tree-kangaroos, lemuroid
ringtail possums, green ringtail possums,
golden bowerbirds, tooth-billed bowerbirds,
mountain thornbills, Victoria’s riflebirds,
Atherton scrubwrens, the endangered
southern cassowaries and several
endangered frog species.

The importance of high altitude
rainforests and connectivity
The Centre for Tropical Biodiversity and Climate
Change at James Cook University has been at the
forefront of research to highlight the impacts of
climate change on Wet Tropics biodiversity and
how best to maximise the resilience of our iconic
species and habitats to global climate change.
These upland forests have been identified as
one of the most important cool, wet refuge areas
in Australia for animals and plants which are
vulnerable to climate change.
These cool refugia make up 25% of Wet Tropics
rainforests and contain 45% of its endemic
species (found nowhere else). Most of the 140km2
where upland rainforest could be restored is on
the Southern Atherton Tableland.
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[ april 2011 ]

[ august 2011 ]

[ may 2012 ]

upper barron restoration
mobilising landholders for conservation

[ october 2012 ]
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Photos: top left and right (DEHP), bottom (Campbell Clarke)

[ february 2013 ]

Photos: Top (Deb Pople), middle and bottom (Campbell Clarke)

[ october 2012 ]
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[ february 2012 ]
[ august 2011 ]

east evelyn restoration
mobilising landholders for conservation

[ january 2012 ]

[ march 2013 ]

[ february 2013 ]
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Photos: Top (DEHP), middle and bottom (Campbell Clarke)

Photos: Campbell Clarke

research &
community monitoring
Three sites were selected for kickstart trials to
look for cheap and effective ways to restore
rainforest on critical corridor areas covered with
pasture grasses. Sites were sprayed and bird
perches, remnant trees and water troughs were
used at selected sites to attract seed dispersers.
Initial monitoring shows positive results. Birds
were attracted to the perches, trees and water
and locally deposited seeds have started growing
rainforest trees. More research over the next few
years will show the success of these kickstart
techniques.

Microhabitat trials

Revegetation monitoring

The NCCARF Award

Dr Luke Shoo (University of Queensland) led a
team to insert log piles into tree plantings of
various ages at three corridor sites where tree
plantings were underway. Monitoring of log
piles for the first two years has already shown
that they provide a home for rainforest skinks
and some invertebrates. More years of follow
up are needed to see what else colonises fallen
timber in rainforest plantings and adds to the
biodiversity of the new ecosystem.

Cath Moran led four workshops at different
properties on how to use the Rainforest
Revegetation Monitoring Toolkit. About 30
volunteers spent time amongst the trees learning
how to measure site condition and structure,
plant composition, bird use and carbon
sequestration. Monitoring kits were distributed
to community groups for future use.

The Mobilising Landholders project won an
award from the National Climate Change
Adaptation and Research Facility. The
Community Category Award recognised people
and groups taking practical steps to change
behaviour, techniques, businesses practices and
policies to adapt to an uncertain future.

Photos: Campbell Clarke

Kickstart trials
(pasture conversion plots)

Dr Carla Catterall from Griffith University led
the research team with assistance from Kylie
Freebody, landholders, Conservation Volunteers
and School for Field Studies students.
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mobilising landholders for conservation
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Project partners with the NCCARF Award – Left to right: Andrew Maclean, Amanda Freeman,
Angela McCaffrey, Rohan Wilson, Kylie Freebody, Dave Hudson, Carla Catterall, Keith Smith,
Alice Crabtree and Deb Pople.

Photos: Campbell Clarke

aboriginal employment

future needs

Six Traditional Owners were employed and trained through North Queensland Land Management
Services in various land management techniques. This included all aspects of fencing construction
with contractor Michael Edwards, from gathering fence posts to erecting gates and straining the wire.
The trainees also assisted with weed control and revegetation.

Priority corridors

Long term funding

High priorities for Wet Tropics landscape
corridors have been identified. The Wet Tropics
region needs to be officially recognised as a high
priority for national wildlife corridors.

Revegetation projects require a long term
commitment from landholders and other project
partners. Long term funding would help to make
sure that tree plantings are maintained for at
least three years until canopy cover is achieved
and weeds diminish. It would also encourage
more landholders to participate as they watch
the success of their neighbours’ plantings.

Finding ways to connect remnant rainforest
patches can take many years. It requires willing
landholders and the resources to protect
vegetation and to plant and maintain trees over a
number of years.

Assist willing landholders
Landholders may seek to protect vegetation on
land title through a covenant under the Land Act
1994. However, surveys may be costly. Cheaper
and more effective ways would provide an
incentive to landholders.
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mobilising landholders for conservation
Photos: Geoff Onus and Campbell Clarke

Photos: Campbell Clarke

Other incentives to protect vegetation such as
rate relief and assistance with expertise also
benefit landholders and encourage participation.

Involve Aboriginal people
There remain opportunities for more Aboriginal
employment and greater Traditional Owner
involvement in promoting cultural priorities for
rainforest restoration and wildlife corridors.

Research
Restoration of rainforest remains labour
intensive and expensive. While our tree planting
techniques have grown more sophisticated and
successful over more than thirty years of practice,
there is always potential for more cost-effective
methods.
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partners and
volunteers
The project would not have been successful without the hard work and expertise of:
• Conservation Volunteers (Australia)
• Department of Environment and Heritage Protection
• Griffith University
• Malanda Landcare
• North Queensland Land Management Services
• Private landholders and contractors
• Queensland Parks & Wildlife Service
• Rainforest Aboriginal Traditional Owners
• School for Field Studies
• Tablelands Regional Council Community Revegetation Unit
• TKMG (Tree Kangaroo & Mammal Group)
• TREAT (Trees for the Atherton & Evelyn Tablelands)
• University of Queensland & James Cook University
• Wet Tropics Management Authority (WTMA)
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